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Abstract

We present a fast and online human-robot interaction approach that progressively learns multiple object classifiers
using scanty human supervision. Given an input video stream recorded during the human-robot interaction, the user
just needs to annotate a small fraction of frames to compute object specific classifiers based on random ferns which
share the same features. The resulting methodology is fast (in a few seconds, complex object appearances can be
learned), versatile (it can be applied to unconstrained scenarios), scalable (real experiments show we can model up to
30 different object classes), and minimizes the amount of human intervention by leveraging the uncertainty measures
associated to each classifier.

We thoroughly validate the approach on synthetic data and on real sequences acquired with a mobile platform in
indoor and outdoor scenarios containing a multitude of different objects. We show that with little human assistance,
we are able to build object classifiers robust to viewpoint changes, partial occlusions, varying lighting and cluttered
backgrounds.
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1. Introduction

Over the last decade we have witnessed the enormous
progress in the field of object recognition and classi-
fication in images and video sequences. At present,
there are methods that produce impressive results in
a wide variety of challenging scenarios corrupted by
lighting changes, cluttered backgrounds, partial occlu-
sions, viewpoint and scale changes, and large intra-class
variations [4, 15, 25, 33, 45, 48, 51]

This progress in object recognition has had a posi-
tive impact in many application fields such as robotics,
where computer vision algorithms have been used for
diverse robotics tasks such as object recognition and
grasping [3, 5], detection and tracking of people in ur-
ban settings [10, 34, 39], human-robot interaction [40,
47], and robot localization and navigation [11, 16, 26].

The standard method for recognizing objects in im-
ages consists in computing object specific classifiers
during an offline and time-consuming training step
where large amounts of annotated data are used to
build discriminative and robust object detectors [15, 33].
However, there are situations in which offline learning
is not feasible, either because the training data is ob-
tained continuously, or because the size of the training

data is very cumbersome, and a batch processing be-
comes impractical. This is particularly critical in some
robotics applications, specially those related to human-
robot interaction, where the robots need to compute ob-
ject detectors on the fly, in real time, and with very little
training data.

In these cases, online learning methods which use
their own predictions to compute and update a classi-
fier have been proposed [20, 21, 35]. Yet, although
these approaches have shown great adaptation capabil-
ities, they are prone to suffer from drifting when the
classifier is updated with wrong predictions. This has
been recently addressed by combining offline and on-
line strategies [17, 28], semi-supervised boosting meth-
ods [22], or by using human intervention during learn-
ing so as to assist the classifier in uncertain classification
cases [52, 57].

In preliminary versions of this work, we already
proposed online object detection approaches in which
the human assistance is integrated within the learning
loop in an active and efficient manner [19, 52, 53].
In [19, 52] the proposed approach was focused for sin-
gle object detection, and further extended in [53] to
multiple instances using an adaptive uncertainty classi-
fication threshold that reduces the human supervision.
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(a) Human-Robot Interaction (b) Object Annotation (c) Object Detection (d) Human Assistance

Figure 1: Interactive and real-time approach for learning and detecting multiple objects through human-robot interaction. (a) Interplay between
the robot and the human user. (b) Object annotation using a bounding box provided by the user (green box). (c) Output of the proposed detection
method (green box). (d) Human intervention for unknown and difficult cases. The user provides the label for current object prediciton (blue box).

In this paper, we unify the formulation of these pre-
vious works and perform a more in-depth analysis of
the method presented in [53] through additional exper-
iments in synthetic and real scenarios, while providing
more comparisons against competing approaches.

More precisely, we propose a fast and online ap-
proach that interactively models several object appear-
ances on the fly, using as few human interventions as
possible, and still keeping the real-time efficiency [53].
At the core of our approach, there is a randomized tree
classifier [12, 37, 38] that is progressively computed us-
ing its own detection predictions. Yet, to avoid feeding
the classifier with false positive samples (i.e, drifting),
we propose an uncertainty-based active learning strat-
egy [32, 46] that gradually minimizes the amount of
human supervision and keeps high classification rates.
Note that this issue is critical in order to maintain long-
term interactions with robots, as if the robot keeps ask-
ing for annotating images insistently, people tend to
quickly give up the interaction [19, 41].

To make the proposed approach scalable for various
object instances, multiple object specific classifiers are
computed in parallel, but sharing the same features in
order to maintain the efficiency of the method and to
reduce the computational complexity in run time [54].

As an illustrative example, Fig. 1 shows the opera-
tion of the proposed interactive method to learn and de-
tect multiple object instances through human-robot in-
teraction (Fig. 1-a). Each time the human user seeks to
model a new object of interest, he/she marks a bounding
box around the object in the input image, via a mouse,
keyboard or touchscreen (see Fig. 1-b). The robot ini-
tializes a model for this new object and runs a detector
on subsequent frames for this, and the rest of objects
in the database (Fig. 1-c). When the robot is not confi-
dent enough about the detections and class predictions,
it requests the human assistance to provide the true class
labels, which, in turn, are used to update the classifier,
observe Fig. 1-d. This procedure is performed contin-
uously, and at each iteration, the performance and con-

fidence of the classifier is increased whereas the degree
of human intervention is reduced significantly.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Sec. 2 describes the related work and our contributions
while Sec. 3 explains the proposed approach with all its
main ingredients. Sec. 4 describes the experiments con-
ducted to evaluate the proposed learning approach. We
report results using synthetic an real data. The former
are used to thoroughly assess the limits of the method in
terms of number of classes it can handle or classification
rate. Real experiments demonstrate the applicability of
the method for diverse perception tasks in challenging
scenarios.

2. Related Work and Contributions

In this section, we show and discuss our contributions
along with the related work on the three main topics
concerned with the proposed approach: human-robot
interaction, the computation of online classifiers, and
interactive learning techniques:

2.1. Human-Robot Interaction

Computer vision techniques for human-robot inter-
action have been mainly focused on recognizing peo-
ple in urban scenarios [10, 34, 39] as well as identi-
fying human gestures and activities [13, 36] to estab-
lish contact with people and perform particular robotics
tasks such as guiding people in museums and urban
areas [18, 42, 49], providing information in shopping
malls [23], or recognizing human emotions through
classifying facial gestures [9]. Although these tech-
niques have endowed the robot with remarkable inter-
action skills, they are commonly computed offline and
using a potentially large training time. As a result, the
robot is limited to perform tasks only for which it has
been trained previously, missing the opportunity to learn
and improve its perception skills through the interaction
with humans.
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Figure 2: General schemes of the proposed interactive learning approach for online object recognition. (a) Two object instances with different sizes.
(b) Computation of random ferns where each one is specific set of pixel-intensity comparisons (pairs of colored dots). (c) Two different object
classifiers computed by combining ferns at multiple image locations. (d) Online learning using human-robot interactions. The human assists the
robot when it is not certain about its sample class prediction.

Conversely, in this work we propose a very efficient
interactive approach that combines human assistance
and robot’s detection predictions so as to build object
detectors which can be applied for a wide range of
robotics tasks. The approach exploits the interplay be-
tween robots and humans in order to compute and im-
prove progressively the robot’s perception capabilities.

2.2. Online Classifiers

Despite showing impressive results, standard meth-
ods for object detection compute the classifiers using in-
tensive and offline learning approaches applied to large
annotated datasets [15, 33, 37, 51]. Therefore, most of
these offline approaches are not suitable for some partic-
ular applications requiring computing the classifier on
the fly, either because the training data is obtained con-
tinuously, or because the size of the training data is so
large that it needs to be loaded progressively. To han-
dle these situations, several online alternatives allow-
ing to sequentially train the classifiers have been pro-
posed [6, 8, 21, 24, 44].

In this work, the classifier we use is based on an
online random ferns formulation [28, 31, 37, 52, 53],
which has been showing excellent results, both in terms
of classification rates as computational efficiency. In
Fig. 2 we show the overall schemes of the proposed in-
teractive method and the online classifier. In essence,
this classifier computes several sets of intensity-based
pixel comparisons (see Fig. 2-b) to build the random-
ized trees which are then used to estimate the posterior
class probabilities.

Most previous online versions are focused to single
object modeling and tracking [6, 8, 21, 52]. In order to
learn multiple models we propose computing simulta-
neously and in parallel multiple classifiers, one for each
object class (Fig. 2-a), and with specific configurations

like the spatial distribution of ferns or the particular ob-
ject size (observe Fig. 2-c). This also differs from other
state of the art classifiers, that when applied to multi-
class problems they require objects with constant aspect
ratios and to know the number of object classes in ad-
vance [50]. In this respect, our method scales better for
multiple objects since each object is learned by sepa-
rated at the time in which the user selects a new object
model in the video stream. This allows learning and
detecting up to 30 object classes in an efficient and dy-
namic manner.

2.3. Interactive Learning

Active learning techniques have been extensively
used in computer vision to reduce the number of train-
ing samples that need to be annotated when building
a classifier [46]. Approaches such as “query by com-
mittee” [1, 27], and “uncertainty-based sampling” [32]
close the learning loop using human assistance. In these
works, the human user acts as an oracle that anno-
tates/labels those samples that the classifier is not quite
confident about their class prediction.

In this paper, we propose an interactive learning strat-
egy in which the robot plays a more active role, that
is, the discriminative classifiers are built using a com-
bination of the robot predictions with the human assis-
tance (see Fig. 2-f,g,h). Additionally, we also propose
a methodology based on an adaptive uncertainty thresh-
old that progressively reduces the amount of human as-
sistance, making a more ”enjoyable” human-robot in-
teraction. This is also another difference with respect to
our own previous works [19, 52]. As it will be shown
in the experimental section, using an adaptive threshold
we can learn and detect several object instances without
decrementing the intra-class classification rates.
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Robot Utterances
Type of utter Example
Greeting Nice to meet you

Can you teach me to detect faces/objects?
Assistance Is your face inside the green rectangle?

Is this object detection correct?
No detection I can’t see you, move a little bit.

Can you stand in front of me?
Farewell Thank you for your help, nice to meet you

I hope I see you soon.

Table 1: Sample phrases uttered by the robot.

After having discussed the related work, we can sum-
marize the main contributions of our approach as fol-
lows: (1) Proposing an online approach to learn and de-
tect multiple object instances in images; (2) Designing
an interactive learning strategy that incrementally im-
proves the discrimination power of the classifiers using
human assistance; (3) An adaptive learning scheme to
reduce gradually the human interventions; and (4) A
real-time implementation of the algorithm, which can
cope with multiple objects at several frames per second.

3. Interactive Object Learning and Recognition

In this section, the main components of the proposed
learning and detection strategy are described in more
detail. Fig. 2 shows an schematic of how these elements
are related.

3.1. Human-Robot Interaction

To perform online learning of object instances, we
consider a scenario in which the classifiers are learned
using a computer onboard a mobile robot, equipped
with devices such as a keyboard, mouse, and a screen
that enable the interaction with the human. We refer
the reader to Fig. 1 for an illustration. Specifically, the
keyboard and mouse are used to annotate the object of
interest that the user wants to learn, and also to attend
the robot in situations where the robot is not confident
in its predictions. On the other hand, the touch screen
is used to display the output of the detector and to show
the performance of the detection system.

In those situations where the robot is uncertain about
its detection hypotheses, the robot will formulate to the
user a set of concise questions, that expect for a ‘yes’
or ‘not’ answer. Table 1 shows a few examples of such
questions that are used to label the detection hypothe-
ses and to update the classifiers with them. Note that
the classifiers are computed only with difficult samples

which require human assistance (i.e, active learning). In
the experiments section, we will show that this strategy
improves the classification performance using less hu-
man annotations.

In order to make the human-robot interaction efficient
and dynamic, the robot has been programmed with be-
haviors that avoid having large latency times (Table 1),
specially when the human does not know exactly how
to proceed. Strategies for approaching the person in a
safe and social manner, or attracting people’s attention
have been designed for this purpose [14, 19, 52, 56].

3.2. The Online Classifier

The proposed approach performs object detection by
scanning a fixed-size sliding window over an input im-
age I, observe Fig. 2-d. At every image location, the
classifier is tested over an image sample x (local image
window defined by the object size Bu × Bv) and returns
the probability that such window contains a particular
object instance (Fig. 2-e,f). The size of the object is de-
fined at the time of selecting the object of interest by
the user using the computer mouse. This scanning pro-
cedure is carried out over the entire image, and once
it is finished non-maximal neighborhood suppression is
applied to remove multiple overlapped detections. Ob-
serve that Fig. 2-i shows just a single detection (green
bounding box). Additionally, the scanning process is
repeated for different window sizes so as to deal with
scale changes.

Next, we describe each of the main ingredients of the
online classifier used for object detection: the computa-
tion of random ferns on pixel intensities, the shared pool
of ferns parameters to reduce the computational com-
plexity of the method, the building of the classifier and
the process to update this classifier with new samples.

3.2.1. Random Ferns

We compute object classifiers using a particular ver-
sion of the extremely randomized trees [12, 37, 38],
which are the so-called random ferns [28, 31, 37, 52].
Specifically, random ferns consist of sets of random and
simple binary features computed over image pixel in-
tensities [37]. Fig. 2-b shows for instance three different
random ferns, each with three binary features (i.e., pairs
of colored dots).

More formally, each feature f corresponds to a
Boolean comparison of intensity image values at two
pixel locations a and b within a square subwindow s of
size S × S where the fern is computed. Refer to Fig. 3
for a descriptive example showing the computation of
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Figure 3: Computation of a single random fern containing three binary features. (a) Scanning window x in the image I and location and size of
subwindow s. (b) Subwindow s where the fern f(x; u,ω) is subsequently evaluated. (c) Fern features (binary comparisons) within the subwindow s.
(d) Fern response determined by the co-occurence of binary features outputs.

a random fern and its binary features. Then, a binary
feature can be written as:

f (x; u, ω) = I(x(a) > x(b)) (1)

where I(e) is the indicator function1, x is the image sam-
ple or window, u is the center position of the subwin-
dow s inside the image window, ω = {a, b} are two
randomly chosen pixel locations, and x(a) indicates the
intensity-pixel value at location a.

Following the same spirit of the random ferns [37],
we define a fern f as the combination of M different
binary features in the image subwindow s. This can be
formulated as,

f(x; u,ω) = [ f (x; u, ω1), f (x; u, ω2), . . . , f (x; u, ωM)]
(2)

where ω = {ω1, . . . , ωM} is the set of parameters (pixel
locations) for M different binary features.

The fern output f(x; u,ω) is an M-dimensional binary
vector, which at the implementation level, is represented
by an integer value z ∈ {1, . . . , 2M}. Fig. 3-c,d shows
an example of how a fern is computed on a subwin-
dow s centered at u. In this case, M = 3 intensity-based
pixel comparisons are considered, with individual out-
puts 1,1,0. The combination of these Boolean features
responses determines the fern output z = (110)2 +1 = 7.

3.2.2. Shared Ferns Parameters

In order to compute efficiently multiple online object
classifiers from scratch, we propose to use recursively a
small set of fern features among all classifiers. By doing
this, the computation of the fern features, which is the
most computation costly part of the algorithm, is shared
by all classifiers. This provides a remarkable speed up

1The indicator function is defined by: I(e) = 1 if e is true, and 0
otherwise.

compared to when we train each classifier with a differ-
ent subset of ferns, while classification rates are shown
to remain high [54, 51] .

To this end, a small set of R random ferns parame-
ters, Ω = {ω1, . . . ,ωR}, is computed in advance, such
that each object classifier can then be computed as a
combination of ferns evaluated at different image loca-
tions but sharing the same parameters. Again in Fig. 2-c,
we show an example where two different object classi-
fiers are trained for two object instances. Note that each
classifier is computed using five random ferns with only
R = 3 features parameters, but with a specific spatial
distribution and ferns probabilities which makes it dis-
criminative for that object class.

Since both classifiers use the same fern features pa-
rameters Ω, the feature computation is shared and done
in advance to testing the object classifiers. This results
in a U ×V ×R lookup table with a dense sampling of all
possible fern responses, being U × V the size of the in-
put image I. Consequently, the sharing strategy makes
the overall computational cost to be just a function of
the number of ferns parameters R (a typical value is
R = 10), and to be independent on the number of classi-
fiers (K) and the amount of ferns in each classifier (J).
In fact, since the complexity of the rest of computations
involved in the test is negligible compared to the cost
of these convolutions, we can roughly approximate a
KJ
R -fold speed-up achieved by the sharing scheme [54].

With this, two classifiers with J = 200 ferns and R = 10
distinct features parameters, yields speed-ups of up to
40×.

3.2.3. Building the Classifier

The classifier Hk(x) for an object instance k is built by
random sampling with replacement of J random ferns,
from the shared pool Ω, computed at multiple image
locations. The response of this classifier Hk(x) over the
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sample x is:

Hk(x) =

{
+1 if confk(x) > β
−1 otherwise, (3)

where confk(x) is the confidence of the classifier on pre-
dicting that x belongs to the object k, and β is a confi-
dence threshold whose default value is 0.5. Thus, if the
output of the classifier is H(x) = +1, the sample x is
considered as an object or positive sample. Otherwise,
this sample is assigned to the background or negative
class.

The confidence of the classifier is defined according
to the following posterior:

confk(x) = p(y = +1|Fk(x), ηk), (4)

where Fk(x) = {f(x; u j,ω j)}Jj=1, with ω j ∈ {ω1, . . . ,ωR}

and u j ∈ {u1, . . . ,uL}, makes reference to the set of
J ferns for the classifier k, y = {+1,−1} indicates the
class label, and ηk are parameters of the classifier. The
set {u1, . . . ,uL} corresponds to all possible 2D pixel co-
ordinates within a window x where a fern can be tested.
For each fern j, the binary features parameters ω j and
fern location u j are chosen at random and kept constant
during the learning and run-time steps.

In turn, the posterior probability p(y = +1|Fk(x), ηk)
is computed by combining the posterior of the J ferns:

p(y = +1|Fk(x), ηk) =
1
J

J∑
j=1

p(y = +1|f(x; u j,ω j) = z, η j,z
k ),

(5)
where z is the fern output and η

j,z
k is the probability

that the sample x belongs to the positive class in the
k-th classifier with output z in the fern j. Since these
posterior probabilities follow a Bernoulli distribution,
p
(
y|f(x; u j,ω j) = z, η j,z

k

)
∼ Ber(y|η j,z

k ), we can write that

p
(
y = +1|f(x; u j,ω j) = z, η j,z

k

)
= η

j,z
k . (6)

The parameters of these distributions are computed
through a Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) over
the input samples and their corresponding labels, pro-
vided by the human user during the interaction with the
robot. That is,

η
j,z
k =

N j,z
k,+1

N j,z
k,+1 + N j,z

k,−1

(7)

where N j,z
k,+1 is the number of positive (object) samples

with output z for fern j. Similarly, N j,z
k,−1 corresponds

to the number of negative samples for the fern j with
output z in the classifier k.

Algorithm 1: Online Random Ferns
Input: Previous online classifier Hk(x)
Input: Input sample (x, y), with y = {+1,−1}
Output: Updated online classifier Hk(x)

1 for r = 1, . . . ,R do
2 for l = 1, . . . , L do
3 Test the fern f(x; ul,ωr) for every location ul

of the input sample x to compute a list of fern
outputs z. (Eq. 2)

4 for j = 1, . . . , J do
5 Using the fern parameters u j and ω j, retrieve the fern

output z from the previously computed outputs z. (lines 1-3)
6 Update the estimate η j,z

k of the fern j using the fern output z
and label y, (Eq. 7)

7 if y = +1 then
8 N j,z

k,+1 = N j,z
k,+1 + 1

9 else
10 N j,z

k,−1 = N j,z
k,−1 + 1

11 Assemble the online classifier
Hk(x) = 1

J
∑J

j=1 p(y = +1|f(x; u j,ω j) = z, η j,z
k ) . (Eq. 3)

3.2.4. Updating the Classifier

During the learning stage, once a sample has been la-
beled by the human user, this sample is used to recom-
pute the probabilities η j,z

k of Eq. 7, and update the online
classifier. For instance, let us assume that a sample x is
labeled as y = +1, and it activates the output z of the
fern f(x; u j,ω j). We will then update the classifier by
adding one unit to the z-th bin of the histogram of N j,z

k,+1.
This process is repeated for all J ferns of the classifier k.
With these new distributions, we can recompute the pri-
ors η j,z

k and update the classifier.
The computation of the online classifier is summa-

rized in Algorithm 1. Note that the first part of the al-
gorithm (lines 1-3) corresponds to convolve the ferns,
with the shared pool of fern features parameters Ω, on
the input sample x. This process is done in advance to
updating the classifier, and hence, it reduces drastically
the computational cost since the size of Ω is much lower
than the number of ferns (R << J).

3.3. Interactive Learning

The online learning strategy to train a specific classi-
fier k is shown again in Fig. 2-d. As mentioned before,
the object detection is carried out using a sliding win-
dow approach [55], where the classifier Hk(x) is tested
at every image location and multiple scales over an in-
put image I. At each location, the image sample x is
evaluated on all J ferns of the classifier to obtain the
confidence confk(x) (Eq. 4). Subsequently, the class la-
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Figure 4: Uncertainty classification threshold θk for an online classi-
fier Hk(x). This threshold defines a region of high classification un-
certainty between the positive and negative class distributions.

bel for this sample, y = {+1,−1}, is estimated according
to the classifier response and the threshold β (Eq. 3).

To reduce the number of false positives and avoid
drifting problems (produced when updating the classi-
fier with erroneously labeled samples), frequent in non-
and semi-supervised learning approaches [6, 21], we
use an uncertainty-based active learning strategy [32,
46] that reduces gradually the amount of human as-
sistance in combination with an adaptive uncertainty
threshold. Active learning minimizes the risk of mis-
classification by updating the classifier only with sam-
ples which have been annotated/labeled by the user.

Therefore, in situations where the classifier is not cer-
tain about the class estimate y, because the confidence
over the sample x is ambiguous (close to the thresh-
old β), the system opts for requiring the human help so
as annotate the true class of the sample. This request q
can be written as:

q(x) = I(β + θk/2 > confk(x) > β − θk/2), (8)

where θk corresponds to the uncertainty threshold for
the classifier k. Fig. 4 displays a clarifying example.
If q(x) is true the system asks for human assistance.
Otherwise, this sample is discarded and not used to up-
date the classifier. Note that by doing this we are just
feeding the classifier with labeled samples that are close
to the decision boundary, improving thus, its discrim-
inability power.

With the aim of adapting the human assistance in ac-
cordance to the performance of the classifier, we define
an adaptive threshold that depends on the incremental
classification rate over the requested samples. That is,

θk = 1 − ξλk, (9)

where ξ is a sensitivity parameter assigned by the user,
and λk measures the performance of the classifier k. In

Algorithm 2: Interactive Learning
Input: Online classifier Hk(x)
Input: Input sample x
Input: Sensitivity parameter ξ
Input: Numbers of learning samples Mc

k and Mq
k

Input: Uncertainty classification threshold θk
Output: Updated classifier Hk(x)
Output: Updated numbers of learning samples Mc

k and Mq
k

Output: Updated uncertainty classification threshold θk
1 Test the classifier Hk on the input sample x to compute the

confidence of the classifier confk(x). (Eq. 4)
2 Estimate the sample label y using the response of the

classifier Hk(x)). (Eq. 3)
3 Assess if the input sample x requires human assistance

q(x) = I(β + θk/2 > confk(x) > β − θk/2). (Eq. 8)
4 if q(x) = 1 then
5 Request human assistance to obtain the true sample

label y∗ ∈ {+1,−1}. (Sec. 3.1)
6 Update the online classifier Hk using the input sample x

and label y∗. (Algorithm 1)
7 Update the number of requested samples Mq

k = Mq
k + 1

8 Update the number of correctly classified samples
Mc

k = Mc
k + I(y = y∗)

9 Update the classifier performance λk = Mc
k/M

q
k . (Eq. 10)

10 Update the uncertainty threshold θk = 1 − ξλk . (Eq. 9)

turn, this performance rate can be computed by

λk = Mc
k/M

q
k (10)

being Mq
k and Mc

k the numbers of requested samples and
correctly classified samples, respectively. A sample x is
correctly classified when the class label y coming from
the classifier agrees with the true class label given by
the user.

Algorithm 2 shows the proposed interactive learning
approach to compute online classifiers with small hu-
man supervision. Observe that each classifier is only
computed with difficult samples falling close to the de-
cision boundary β and which require human assistance.

4. Experimental Results

In this section the proposed approach is evaluated and
analyzed using diverse synthetic and real experiments.
Synthetic experiments are used to accurately assess the
limits of the learning approach in terms of the potential
number of classes it can handle or the amount of hu-
man assistance required by ours and alternative learn-
ing strategies. Real experiments in indoor and outdoor
scenarios are used in order to demonstrate the applica-
bility of the system in our robotic platform. The system
is used to perform some particular robotics tasks such
as detecting multiple objects in urban environments and
recognizing faces during human-robot interaction.
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Figure 5: Performance of the proposed approach for the 2D classification problem. Left: 1500 positive and negative training samples used to
compute the online classifiers. Colored samples represent positive samples, whereas black samples spread out over the feature space correspond to
negative samples. Center: Test samples used to evaluate generalization of the online classifiers. Samples with red circles indicate that they have
been misclassified by the proposed approach. Right: Confusion matrix showing the intra-class classification.
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Figure 6: Classification results for the 2D problem. Left: Incremental classification rates for different learning approaches. Center·Left: Classifica-
tion rates on the test samples. Center·Right: Average classification scores across classes. Right: Degree of human assistance.

4.1. Synthetic Data - 2D Classification Problem

We initially analyze the performance of the proposed
online method on a synthetic 2D classification prob-
lem, which reveals the influence of certain parameters or
different learning strategies on the classification results
and on the number of samples that need to be manually
annotated.

Fig. 5-left shows an example of a 2D classification
problem where 10 positive classes (colored points) and
one negative class (black points spread out over the fea-
ture space) are randomly and sequentially fed to the
online learning system in order to compute the classi-
fiers. In this particular scenario, the classifiers are com-
puted using individual 2D decision stumps as binary
features (Eq. 1). That is,

f (x;ω) = I(xi > φ), (11)

where i ∈ {1, 2} is the feature axis, φ ∈ (0, 1) is thresh-
old defining the space partition, and ω = {i, φ} are the
parameters of the binary feature.

The classification performance of the proposed ap-
proach is shown in Fig. 5-center where the classifiers
computed using the training samples (left side) are eval-
uated on a set of test samples in order to measure the
generalization capability. It can be seen that most sam-
ples are correctly classified and only a small fraction of

them are misclassified, indicated in the figure through
red circles. Correctly classified samples are depicted
using the same color code as the training samples (left
side) and without plotting red circles. Quantitatively
speaking, the method obtains a F-measure2 rate of 0.994
to distinguish positive samples from negative ones (two-
class separability). Fig. 5-right shows the confusion
matrix in specifically recognizing each of the 10 posi-
tive classes (using ground-truth sample labels). We see
that the method achieves high classification rates both
to separate the positive and negative classes and to cor-
rectly classify the positive subclasses.

In Fig. 6-left is shown the incremental classification
performance of the method as the training samples are
given sequentially to the online classifiers during the
learning step. Here, five different learning alternatives
are evaluated:
Supervised: The classifiers are trained with all samples
and using human labels. That is, for each sample x the
human user provides its class label y. They are used to
train/update the classifiers.

2F-measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall:

F = 2
recall × precision
recall + precision

8
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Figure 7: Classification results for different degrees of human intervention. Left: Percentages of human labels. Center·Left: Classification rates on
the test samples. Center·Right: Adaptive uncertainty threholds. Right: Classification rates in terms of the number of classes.

Semi-supervised: The first n samples are labeled by the
human (human labels), whereas the rest ones are labeled
using the classifier confidence (machine label). The lat-
ter is computed for a sample x according to y = H(x)
(see Eq. 3). In this work we use a value of n = 500.
Active: The classifiers are only trained/updated in cases
of high uncertainty in their predictions. The human
resolves the ambiguity by providing the sample label.
Here, we use a fixed uncertainty threshold of θ = 0.2
and the assistance criterion is defined in Eq. 8. Hence,
samples falling within the range [β − θ/2, β + θ/2] are
requested for human annotation.
Villamizar ICPR2012 [52]: This approach combines
active and semi-supervised learning strategies. Active
learning for uncertain samples and self-learning for cer-
tain samples. Similar to the previous case, active learn-
ing uses a fixed threshold (θ = 0.2) and the assistance
criterion (Eq. 8), while the self-learning estimates the
sample label using the classifier output (Eq. 3).
Proposed [53]: The classifiers use active learning in
combination with an adaptive uncertainty threshold θ
defined in Eq. 9.

It can be observed that all learning approaches start
with low classification scores, but then they begin to
improve progressively as more samples are provided to
the classifiers. However, note that at some point, the
semi-supervised learning deteriorates the classifier per-
formance. This is because the self-learning suffers from
drifting problems, making the classifier to be constantly
updated with erroneously labeled samples. Specifically,
this classifier deteriorates after n = 500 samples, which
is the number of human labels considered in this exper-
iment. Conversely, our proposed method and the active
learning obtain the best performance since the classi-
fiers are computed with highly informative samples (un-
certain samples) and human labels. This focuses the
classifier mainly on the decision boundary and makes it
more discriminative that using all training samples (su-
pervised method).

Similarly, Fig. 6-center·left shows the final classifi-

cation rates (F-measure) calculated on the set of test
samples (refer to Fig. 5-center). We see again that
the proposed method, together with the active learn-
ing, achieves the best classification performance and
generalization capability. This is evidenced in Fig. 6-
center·right where the average classification scores
across the different classes are plotted. Notice that all
scores are above the classification threshold β, whereas
the average score for the negative class is indicated in
the figure by the black thick line.

As regards to the amount of human intervention,
Fig. 6-right displays the percentages of human labels
during the learning step as a function of the number of
incoming samples. The semi-supervised learning just
uses labels for the first 500 samples. Note also that the
supervised learning uses all human labels (represented
by a diagonal line) to compute the classifiers, whereas
the proposed method reduces considerably the amount
of human assistance. More precisely, the classifiers are
computed by only using 22% of the training samples.
By contrast, the active learning continues requiring hu-
man assistance until reaching about 38% of the samples,
while the learning method presented in [52] reports an
annotation rate of 32%, since this method uses a fixed
uncertainty threshold θ. This shows that the proposed
adaptive uncertainty threshold reduces the human inter-
vention without deteriorating the classification rates.

This behavior is observed in Fig. 7 where our ap-
proach is evaluated in terms of the adaptive uncertainty
threshold. Fig. 7-left shows the human assistance per-
centages for four different values of the sensitivity pa-
rameter ξ. We observe how the number of required hu-
man annotations decreases as the sensitivity parameter
gets larger until obtaining less than 10% of the train-
ing samples. However, this at the expense of an im-
portant reduction in the classification rates, see Fig. 7-
center·left. In Fig. 7-center·right we can see the adap-
tive threshold values through the incoming samples. As
a general trend, the threshold decreases rapidly as the
classifiers get more confident in their predictions.
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Figure 8: Classification results of the proposed method (ORFs) and the JointBoosting classifier (JBoost) using axis-aligned features. Left: Classi-
fication output of the classifiers over the test samples. Center: Confidence of the classifiers on the feature space. Right: Score class distributions.

2D Classification Performance
Equal Error Rate [%] Hellinger Distance [%] Training Time [sec.] Run Times [msec.] J/WLs
97.9 97.8 96.1 92.2 87.2 79.6 0.41 0.50 0.62 0.05 0.06 0.07 10
99.1 99.0 98.7 96.1 92.4 89.0 0.49 0.59 0.79 0.07 0.09 0.13 25ORFs
99.5 99.5 99.3 96.7 93.6 91.1 0.60 0.80 1.00 0.12 0.16 0.22 50
92.9 77.4 57.5 67.9 32.9 25.8 0.23 0.27 0.87 0.72 2.27 18.06 10
98.9 96.2 81.4 93.0 83.0 57.1 0.32 0.47 1.94 0.83 2.35 18.08 20JBoost
99.4 98.6 97.1 95.0 91.1 85.7 0.46 0.89 3.60 0.98 2.62 17.84 50

# Classes 3 5 8 3 5 8 3 5 8 3 5 8

Figure 9: Classification performance of the proposed method (ORFs) against JointBoosting classifier (JBoost) for varying numbers of addressed
classes, and weak learners (WLs) or random ferns (J). First column: mean EERs on the precision-recall curve. Second column: Hellinger distances
between classes. Third and fourth columns: computational times for training and testing the classifiers.

We plot in Fig. 7-right the classification rates on the
test samples for varying numbers of classes. Note that
increasing the number of classes in the learning phase,
produces a small drop in the classification rates. This
is because we are considering a large number of classes
for such a small feature space (2D).

With regards to other state-of-the-art classifiers, the
proposed approach is evaluated against the JointBoost-
ing classifier (JBoost), introduced in [50], using the cur-
rent 2D classification problem. That is, the classifica-
tion of multiple positive classes with respect to a neg-
ative class (Fig. 8-left). For JBoost, we directly use an
implementation publicly available for 2D classification
problems3. We compare against JBoost since it is an ef-
ficient and multi-class classifier that shares weak learn-
ers across different classes, reducing thus, the overall
number of features.

3http://web.mit.edu/torralba/www/

In Fig. 9 we show the classification performance of
our approach (ORFs) and JBoost in the sets of test sam-
ples. We base our analysis on two metrics: the Equal
Error Rate (EER) on the precision-recall curve4; and the
Hellinger distance5 that measures the degree of sepa-
rability between the positive and negative distributions.
We also report the performance in terms of the training
and testing (running) times for various numbers of train-
ing classes, weak learners (WLs) for JBoost, and ran-
dom ferns (J) for the proposed method. Note that the
method we propose achieves remarkable classification
rates (EER) and larger separability between the positive
and negative classes. This is especially outstanding for
large values of training classes and small numbers of

4The equal error rate is the point in the precision-recall curve
where precision=recall.

5The squared Hellinger distance for two distributions P and Q
is defined as: H2(P,Q) = 1 −

√
k1/k2 exp(−0.25k3/k2), with k1 =

2σPσQ, k2 = σ2
P + σ2

Q, and k3 = (µP − µQ)2.
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Figure 10: Detection results for a single object. Top Row: Detection output of the proposed method. Bottom Row: Output of the approach proposed
in [52]. Green rectangles indicate object hypotheses whereas red ones are background hypotheses labeled by the user during the assistance.

random ferns. In general, the proposed approach out-
performs to JBoost while keeps high efficiency. We see
that the method is trained in less that one second (using
1000 positive and negative samples) and that it can be
tested in the order of microseconds per test sample. This
contrasts to JBoost which is very efficient, but only for
small amounts of classes. Additionally, JBoost is an of-
fline and fully supervised classifier that requires know-
ing the number of classes in advance so as to train all
classes together.

Finally, Fig. 8 shows the classification response of
ORFs and JBoost using five training classes and 50
weak learners/ferns. The left column in the figure de-
picts the classification output of both classifiers. We can
see that our method produces a small rate of misclas-
sified samples (indicated again with red circles). The
center column shows the confidence of the classifiers
on the entire feature space, where bright areas corre-
spond to high classification scores. Here, we attribute
the color cyan to the positive class, whereas red regions
make reference to regions with high probability to be-
long to the negative class. Notice that both methods
show certain correspondence with the samples in the left
column. Fig. 8-right plots the score class distributions
and the Hellinger distance between the positive and neg-
ative samples. Both methods obtain large distance val-
ues between classes.

4.2. Experiments with Real Data

The proposed approach is evaluated in this section
over different object recognition scenarios and com-
pared against some standard works devoted to object
detection and tracking in video sequences6.

Unless otherwise stated, all classifiers are computed
using the same parameters. The number of ferns used
to build each classifier has been set to J = 500, while

6The code for the proposed method is available at http://www.
iri.upc.edu/people/mvillami/code.html.

the amount of shared ferns parameters has been set to
R = 10. We have utilized M = 9 binary features to
compute each random fern. Moreover, the size of the
subwindow s is S = 8, whereas all objects are normal-
ized by height to 30 pixels, but maintaining the aspect
ratio of objects. By default, we have set a conservative
sensitiviy parameter of ξ = 0.95.

In order to increase the robustness of the classifier
and speed up the learning of object models with vary-
ing appearance, we update the classifiers not only with
the object hypotheses (image windows x) given by it-
self, and annotated then by the human user, but that ad-
ditionally we create a set of new positive and negative
samples that enlarge the training data. This is done by
applying small distortions like image shifts on those de-
tection windows. For this work, we consider 10 new
samples per window.
Incremental Object Learning. This first experiment
consists in learning and detecting one single object in a
cluttered scene. Fig. 10 shows some examples. Particu-
larly, this experiment has over 2,000 images containing
the object (beer bottle) at diverse locations and view-
points. The user initializes the classifier with the first
frame. The top row of Fig. 10 corresponds to the output
of the proposed method (for ξ = 1.1). This is com-
pared in the bottom row with the detection results ob-
tained by the approach [52], that combines active learn-
ing with self-learning. Results show that both meth-
ods are able to learn and detect the object through the
whole sequence. This is indicated via the green rect-
angles around the object. Red rectangles are detection
hypotheses that the user has manually labeled as incor-
rect during the interaction. Yet, despite the good perfor-
mance of both methods, the proposed approach has the
benefit that the amount of human assistance is signifi-
cantly reduced. This is shown in Fig. 12-left, where the
percentages of human assistance are displayed together
with the active learning approach. Our method obtains
the lowest rate of human assistance while correctly de-
tects the object in all frames.
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Figure 11: Online face recognition. The presented method performs online learning and detection of faces via human-robot interaction.
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Figure 12: Performance comparison of different learning approaches
in terms of the amount of human assistance (left) and the uncertainty
threshold (right).

Additionally, Fig. 12-right shows the uncertainty
thresholds for the aforementioned learning approaches.
Observe that our method gradually reduces the uncer-
tainty threshold during the learning step while the active
learning and [52] maintain a constant value (θ = 0.15).

Interactive Face Recognition. In this second experi-
ment, the proposed method is focused on the detection
and identification of faces for two persons interacting
with our robotic platform. Fig. 11 shows some detection
results. Similar to the previous experiment, the classi-
fiers are interactively trained using human assistance. In
this case, the method learns and detects two people si-
multaneously while they interact with the robot. This
contrasts to [52] where the classifiers are independently
computed and one at a time. The displayed sequence
snapshots show that our method can effectively and si-
multaneously learn multiple faces and detect them in the
subsequent frames. Besides, the approach retrieves peo-
ple identity since each classifier is specialized in one
person. This issue is shown by the small images be-
side the detection boxes. Observe that in the first video
frame (at top-left of the figure), there exist several in-
correct hypotheses (red boxes) that require the human
intervention to label them as false positives. This occurs

Figure 13: Online learning and detection of objects while the robot
navigates in urban areas.

because the classifier is initialized in this frame and thus
its confidence is very low. This issue is removed in fu-
ture frames as the confidence of the classifier gets larger.

Furthermore, the method runs in real time, except for
the assistance periods, where the system stops the video
capture waiting for human answer. If after a while the
robot does not receive response, the system resumes the
video capture but without updating the classifier. Tech-
nically speaking, the method runs on about 13 fps using
a C++ implementation6. It is noteworthy that the pro-
posed method does not use neither temporal information
nor tracking techniques that help to speed up the object
detection.

Object Recognition in Urban Settings. In our third
experiment, the method is evaluated for learning and
detecting multiple objects in urban scenarios. Fig. 13
shows two example images where the robot is moving
in urban areas. During the tour the user teaches the robot
some objects of interest in order to be learned and de-
tected.

Fig. 14 depicts some sample images showing the per-
formance of the classifiers and the ability of the pro-
posed method to learn several urban objects in real time
and interactively when the robot navigates within the
environment. We can see that objects like cars, doors
and buildings are easily learned and recognized by the
system. They are represented in the images by colored
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Figure 14: Learning and detection results of the proposed method in urban scenarios. The method is able to compute efficiently multiple
classifiers, each one specialized in an object (colored boxes). Black boxes are detection hypotheses assigned to the background class by the
human user, while red circles denote false positive detections committed by the classifiers.
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Figure 15: Computational efficiency of the proposed approach accord-
ing to the number of objects.

boxes and small patches at the right side. The images
also contain the percentage of human supervision (indi-
cated by the red hand), the uncertainty threshold θ, and
the incremental performance of the classifier λ. Notice
that the proposed method is capable of learning and de-
tecting multiple objects, with a few false positives (in-
dicated by red circles), and scarce human assistance.

With regards to the computational time, Fig. 15 plots
the running times (in frames per second) of the proposed
method as a function of the number of object classifiers.
Note that the computational cost increases as the num-

ber of objects gets larger. However, learning and detect
20 objects at four frames per second is a remarkable
and promising result, especially for current robotic tasks
involving online learning and real-time performance.
The reason that the method slows down its recognition
speed, in spite that all classifiers share the same fea-
tures, is because all classifiers must be evaluated using
the sliding window approach. This process depends of
the number of classifiers and involves the combination
of fern probabilities per each classifier (see Eq. 4).

Object Tracking. In this section, the approach is eval-
uated on public datasets focused on tracking objects un-
der varying conditions such as illumination changes, oc-
clusions and rotations. The objective is to compare the
method with other approaches, even knowing that our
method is not specifically designed for object tracking.
Our method for example does not use temporal infor-
mation to reduce the search space and to remove false
positives [21, 28]. However, we consider that object
tracking is a good scenario to show the importance of
the human intervention to cope with drifting problems.

First, we evaluate our approach in the BoBot object
dataset [30] which contains various daily objects such
as cups and toys. Here, we consider just five objects

13



Figure 16: Online learning and detection results of the proposed method over the BoBot dataset.

Object Detection Rates
Object EER TPs FPs Assist. # Fram.
Cup 1 100 629 0 1.27 629
Cup 2 85.5 872 148 1.56 1020
Juice 100 404 0 2.72 404
Panda 100 412 0 0.48 412
Rubik. 89.3 642 74 2.45 716

Table 2: Object detection results provided by our method in the
BoBoT object dataset [30]. The method is evaluated in terms of EER
rates, amounts of true positives (TPs) and false positives (TPs), and
percentages of human assistance.

from the entire dataset: two cups, a rubikscube, a stuffed
panda and a juice box. Refer to Fig. 16 to observe these
objects under varying imagining conditions.

The detection results of our method in this dataset
are summarized in Table 2, where we can see that the
method performs remarkably well. In most cases, the
method achives a detection rate of 100% using the Equal

Error Rate (EER) over the precision-recall plot. The
table also includes the amounts of true positives (TPs)
and false positives (FPs), the number of frames, and the
percentages of human assistance in each case. Notice
that these values are really small.

In the sequences of cup 2 and rubikscube, the method
obtains lower detection rates because the classifiers are
updated with samples including small portions of back-
ground. This occurs mainly because the object is seen
from multiple views and the classifier must be adapted
to new and unknown object appearance.

Fig. 16 shows some sample images with the output
of the proposed method in each video sequence. Blue
boxes correspond to the ground truth while green rect-
angles are the response of the method. Magenta rect-
angles make reference to hypotheses considered by the
human as background. We see that the method is able to
learn and detect the objects with a few human-labeled
samples and that it is robust to cluttered backgrounds,
camera viewpoint changes and lighting conditions (as

14



Figure 17: Online detection performance of the proposed method together other standard approaches on the PROST database [44]. The
methods are tested for the box (top row) and lemming (bottom row) object sequences. The response of our method is indicated by black
boxes. The output of the trackers PROST [44], MILTrack [7], FragTrack[2], ORF[43], and GRAD[29] are shown by red, blue, green,
yellow and magenta boxes, respectively.

Object Detection Accuracy
Box Lemming

Method Score Dist. Score Dist.
PROST[44] 90.6 13.0 70.5 25.1
MILTrack[7] 24.5 104.6 83.6 14.9
FragTrack[2] 61.4 57.4 54.9 82.8
ORF[43] 28.3 145.4 17.2 166.3
GRAD[29] 91.8 13.2 78.0 28.4
Proposed 95.3 15.29 88.1 28.31

Table 3: Accuracy of the proposed method on the PROST dataset [44],
and comparison with standard tracking approaches.

shown in the stuffed panda sequence).
The proposed method has also been evaluated on the

PROST dataset [44]. This dataset contains four differ-
ent objects under difficult conditions such as occlusions,
blurring, and 3D rotations. In this experiment, we eval-
uate the proposed approach on two object sequences:
box and lemming. Some instances of these objects are
shown in Fig. 17 .

Table 3 shows the detection results of our method
using the percentage of correct detections (PASCAL
score) and the average euclidean distance between the
detection boxes and the ground truth [44]. The table
also provides an extensive comparison with various rec-
ognized approaches in the state of the art for track-
ing purposes. Note that the proposed method outper-
forms these works on both object sequences. This is
because our method uses human assistance to cope with
the drifting problem. As a result, the classifier continues
learning the object appearance with correct hypotheses
and using little human intervention. Specifically, the
method needs human assistances of 3.7% and 9.4% for
the box and lemming objects, respectively.

Fig. 17 illustrates the online detection performance
of our method and conventional trackers in the litera-
ture (see Table 3). Observe that our method detects
the objects in almost all frames (black boxes). The
PROST [44] and GRAD [29] trackers also achieve high
recognition rates on these sequence. However, these
methods are devoted to tracking single objects while
our approach is able to compute multiple object de-
tectors on the fly. With respect to the other tracking
methods, lower recognition rates are reported since they
are prone to drifting, and thus, miss object instances in
some frames. This is particularly evident for the lem-
ming sequence that exhibits object rotations and occlu-
sions.
People Recognition under Shadows. Here, the pro-
posed approach is evaluated for people detection un-
der difficult illumination conditions. More precisely, the
method is tested on a video sequence with 348 images
that include a person walking in an urban scenario with
varying shadows and background. Fig. 18 shows some
video frames. For this experiment, we use a normalized
object height of 50 pixels.

For comparison purposes, we have evaluated the TLD
tracker7on this sequence. This tracker has shown excel-
lent results in recent years for online learning and detec-
tion [28]. The recall and precision rates of this tracker
and the proposed method are indicated in the Table 4.
We see that our method achieves perfect recognition
rates (ξ = 0.95) but at the expense of a higher degree of
human intervention. On the other hand, the TLD tracker
provides small detection rates, especially in terms of re-
call, since the classifier is not able to adapt to the abrupt

7Code available at http://personal.ee.surrey.ac.uk/
Personal/Z.Kalal/tld.html.
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Figure 18: Detection results provided by the proposed approach (green boxes) for people recognition under varying shadows and illumina-
tions. Blue boxes indicate the ground truth. Magenta boxes are the output of the TLD tracker [28] for comparison purposes.

People Detection Rates
Method Recall Precision Assist.
Prop. (ξ = 1.00) 0.68 0.98 0.9
Prop. (ξ = 0.95) 1.00 1.00 13.0
TLD tracker [28] 0.18 0.89 -

Table 4: Detection rates of the TLD tracker and the proposed approach
for people detection under strong shadows.

changes in the image caused by shadows and the illu-
mination conditions. This is observed in Fig. 18 where
the tracker only detects the person at the beginning and
final of the video sequence (when the loop is closed).
By contrast, our approach is able to detect the person
in most video frames thanks to the human assistance is
used to remove false positives and update the classifier.

Online Learning with Occlusions. Finally, the method
is evaluated in a standard video used for object track-
ing under occlusions [8]. This video has 886 images
containing a woman under multiple occlusions with dif-
ferent degrees of difficulty. This experiment shows the
adaptability of the method and the robustness to drift-
ing. Fig. 19 shows some snapshots of this sequence and
our detection results. At the top row, we see the output
of the proposed approach (green boxes) along with the
output of the MILTrack method [8], indicated by blue
boxes. Here, we see that the latter method is prone to
suffer of drifting, as shown in the fourth image. The
bounding box has been displaced from the face’s center.
By contrast, our method is robust to drifting since the
human assistance resolves the ambiguous cases. In the
middle row of the figure, the confidence of the classi-
fier is plotted. Note that the confidence changes accord-
ing to the level of difficulty. In cases with occlusions,
the confidence is low and requests human intervention
(snapshots 1 and 3). At the bottom row, we plot the
percentage of human supervision through the sequence.
Again, we see that the method reduces gradually the
overall amount of human intervention.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we have presented a novel approach
for human robot interaction to interactively learn the
appearance model of multiple objects in real time us-
ing scanty human supervision. The proposed method
uses efficient and reliable random trees classifiers to
compute object detectors on the fly and which are pro-
gressively refined with the human assistance. The pro-
posed method also includes an uncertainty-based ac-
tive learning strategy that reduces the amount of human
intervention while it maintains high recognition rates.
The method has been evaluated extensively in both syn-
thetic and real-life different scenarios such as 2D clas-
sification, face recognition, and the learning and detec-
tion of contextual objects in urban settings using an au-
tonomous mobile robot.
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